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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2022200986A1] The present invention relates to a method for managing and controlling waste containers in a waste collection system
(100), wherein said waste collection system (100) comprises: - a plurality of waste containers (20), wherein each waste container (20) comprises
a respective monitoring device (1), - at least one server (4) operatively connected to each monitoring device (1),- at least one optimization unit
(23) operatively connected to said server (4) and to each monitoring device (1), - at least one transport means (21) for collecting the waste from
said plurality of waste containers (20), wherein said transport means (21) is operatively connected to said optimization unit (23) by means of a
data receiving module (22), wherein each monitoring device (1) comprises -data transceiver means (2) operatively connected to said server (4) for
processing and storing data, and to said optimization unit (23), -a processor (3) connected to said data transceiver means (2), -at least one level
sensor (5) for detecting, over time, a filling level of the respective waste container (20) and connected to said processor (3), Wherein, in a filling cycle
of each container (20), the filling level grows from a minimum filling level to at least one threshold filling level, said method comprising the steps of:
a1-detecting, in real time or at preset time intervals, by means of said monitoring device (1), the filling level of each container (20) for each filling
cycle, a2-transmitting, by means of said monitoring device (1), each filling level detected to said server (4), a3-storing, on said server (4), each filling
level detected, b1-setting, by means of said optimization unit (23), a threshold filling level for each container (20), c-generating, by means of said
optimization unit (23), an expected filling parameter for each waste container (20) for a current filling cycle, wherein said expected filling parameter
is representative of at least one expected filling level and of an expected time instant or interval in which said expected filling level will reach said
threshold filling level, wherein said expected filling level is determined based on an analysis of the filling levels stored on said server (4) related to at
least one filling cycle prior to said current filling cycle, e-generating, by means of said optimization unit (23), a waste collection path having a number
of collection stages equal to the number of said expected filling parameters generated, having an expected filling level, which is at least equal to said
expected filling threshold, f-sending, to said at least one transport means (21), by means of said optimization unit (23), said waste collection path.
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